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ABSTRACT
Individuals with Down syndrome (Ds) have an elevated risk for a variety of health conditions. As a result, the need for care coordination is greater for those with Ds as it can help navigate the challenges often associated with the healthcare system. The aim of this scoping review was to map the existing research on care coordination for adults with Ds. However, a preliminary search of the literature showed sparse results for care coordination for adults with Ds. Subsequently, the scope of the study was expanded to include adults 21 years of age and older with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD). The Joanna Briggs Institute methodology for scoping reviews was utilized. A total of five databases were systematically searched and identified a total of 4,572 records. Following a robust screening process, two articles were eligible for inclusion. The articles discussed care coordination efforts that stemmed from previously existing programs and were tailored for adults with IDD. These articles did not assess the impact of their efforts; however, their challenges can be used to guide new care coordination programs. This scoping review’s findings identify a gap in the literature for care coordination for adults with IDD and Ds.
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INTRODUCTION
Down syndrome (Ds) is a chromosomal disorder caused by the presence of a full or partial extra copy of the 21st chromosome. The prevalence of Ds in the United States is estimated to be 1 in 707 births (Mai et al., 2019). Individuals with Ds have an elevated risk for a variety of health conditions. More than 60% of Ds births are affected by at least one birth defect (Heinke et al., 2021; Stoll et al., 2015). Congenital heart disease is present in about 44% of Ds births (Freeman et al., 1998; Stoll et al., 2015). Compared to the overall population, individuals with Ds have atrioventricular canal defects and duodenal stenosis at a higher frequency (Cleves et al., 2007; Torfs & Christianson, 1998). Ds is also associated with an increased risk and prevalence of Hirschsprung disease, a condition in which the absence of nerve cells in the large intestine hinder its functioning (Heuckeroth, 2015; Torfs & Christianson, 1998).

Due to the range of co-occurring medical conditions associated with Ds, treatment from different specialists is required. Consequently, the need for care coordination is greater for this population. McDonald et al. (2007) formulated the following definition of care coordination:

Care coordination is the deliberate organization of patient care activities between two or more participants (including the patient) involved in a patient’s care to facilitate the appropriate delivery of health care services. Organizing care involves the marshaling of personnel and other resources needed to carry out all required patient care activities, and is often managed by the exchange of information among participants responsible for different aspects of care. (p. 5)

Care coordination can help individuals and their families navigate the healthcare system. It can...
also involve connecting patients to appropriate resources within their communities (Council on Children with Disabilities, 2005; Rizzo et al., 2016). Positive experiences of care coordination have been correlated with increased satisfaction with chronic illness care, primary care providers, and the overall organization of care (Wang et al., 2015). Care coordination has also been found to decrease the financial burden on families, the amount of illness-related school absences, and emergency department visits (Turchi et al., 2009).

The aim of this scoping review was to map the current research on care coordination for adults with Ds. A preliminary search of the literature showed that there were sparse results for care coordination efforts for people with Down syndrome and none were focused on the adult population. In a scoping review on quality indicators for Down syndrome care, van den Driessen Mareeuw et al. (2017) expanded their research to include intellectual disabilities due to the limited information available on Ds alone. Based on these observations, our research team expanded the scope of this review to include individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD). According to the American Psychiatric Association (2013), intellectual disabilities are losses in mental abilities that are acquired during the developmental period (p. 33). Developmental disability is an umbrella term for conditions that are characterized by physical, cognitive, or self-care limitations that begin in childhood (Yeargin-Allsopp et al., 1992). Since Down syndrome is classified as an IDD, the care coordination efforts for individuals with IDD are relevant to our study.

Furthermore, the most similar reviews found during the preliminary literature search were those of Skelton et al. (2021) and Bobbette et al. (2020). The Bobbette et al. systematic review on interprofessional team-based primary health care for adults with IDD did not focus on the Ds population. The results of the scoping review conducted by Skelton et al. on care coordination for children with Down syndrome were limited to individuals under 21 years of age. As such, there is a need for a scoping review that surveys care coordination efforts for individuals with Ds and/or IDD above 21 years of age.

Our review was conducted to identify the existing care coordination efforts for adults with IDD and potential gaps in research while highlighting the findings specific to Down syndrome. The primary research questions addressed were as follows:

1. What care coordination efforts have been implemented for adults with Down syndrome or Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities?
2. What is the impact of care coordination efforts for adult patients with Down syndrome or Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities?

**METHODS**

The methodology for this scoping review was based on the framework from the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) Manual for Evidence Synthesis (Peters et al., 2020). A protocol was developed and registered on the Open Science Framework on March 10, 2022. Table 1 summarizes the population, concept, context (PCC) framework recommended by the JBI for scoping reviews (Peters et al., 2020).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCC</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Studies that are focused on adults with Down syndrome or intellectual and developmental disabilities. Studies that include data about all age groups will only be used if the results are not combined and are separated for different age groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>Studies that discuss care coordination of some sort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>The context in which care coordination is discussed does not determine eligibility for this study. Studies can be conducted in any country and any setting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eligibility Criteria

Inclusion Criteria
Below are the inclusion criteria that this study used:

- articles published in peer reviewed journals
- research using any study designs
- published any time before the start of the literature search (April 4, 2022)
- languages that the research team is fluent in (English, Spanish, French, and Amharic)
- study includes adult participants 21 years of age and above
- study includes participants diagnosed with Down syndrome and/or IDD
- involves care coordination
- location of the study is open to all countries
- article from any perspective (provider, patients, family members, etc.)

Search Strategy

We systematically searched the databases of Medline (PubMed), Embase, CINAHL, Web of Science, and APA PsycINFO for articles published by the start of the literature search on April 4, 2022. These databases were selected with the help of a research librarian in an effort to find relevant articles within different disciplines. The first group of search terms were terms that were related to Down syndrome. The second group of search terms were related to care coordination. The third group of search terms were related to the adult population and was developed using the search hedge from Mortazavi et al. (2016). The fourth group of search terms were peer reviewed publication types eligible for inclusion. An initial search of Medline (PubMed) was conducted to determine relevant search terms. Search strategies were translated from PubMed and altered based on the format of the different interfaces. The search strategy was peer reviewed by a research librarian and can be found in Appendix A.

Exclusion Criteria
Below are the exclusion criteria that this study used:

- articles that are not peer reviewed or are in gray literature
- non-research or opinion-based articles
- all other languages that are not mastered by the research team
- study does not specify the age of participants
- participants are not diagnosed with Down syndrome or intellectual and developmental disabilities
- study focuses on participants with IDD and a co-occurring condition (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease)
- study focuses specifically on an intellectual or developmental disability that is not Down syndrome

The results from the literature search were exported to Rayyan for deduplication, title and abstract screening, and full-text screening. Both the title and abstract screening and the full-text review were conducted independently by two reviewers (SM, DA). In cases of disagreement between the reviewers, a third reviewer (JH) made the final decision. Once all studies were screened, the reference lists from the studies selected for inclusion were searched, and any relevant articles were screened. No statistical software was utilized. This process is displayed in Figure 1 using a Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) diagram (Page et al., 2021).
Data Extraction

Once the relevant studies were identified, the results were extracted by two reviewers (AN, JH), independently. Any disagreements between the two reviewers were resolved by a third reviewer (MS). The team later edited the data extraction table for length and clarity. Per our protocol, the charting table was amended throughout the data extraction process. “Intervention Type/Duration” was removed as there were no findings and was replaced by the category “Care Coordination Efforts” to clearly address research question one. “Outcomes” was renamed “Impact” for clarity. “Definition of Care Coordination” was removed because neither study defined care coordination. When needed, authors were contacted for additional information to clarify their articles’ eligibility. The results are displayed in Appendix B.

Deviations

The original tool selected for deduplication presented an array of technical difficulties. As such, the research team decided to utilize Rayyan instead. Additionally, the protocol contained two errors. The first error was the inclusion of Scopus as one of the databases to be searched. The second error was the omission of the fifth search hedge for Web of Science. These errors were rectified prior to the search and were noted in this manuscript. Furthermore, the research team found that the eligibility criteria was not specific enough and decided that articles had to specifically use the terms IDD or Down syndrome to be considered for
eligibility. No syndromes, disorders, or other medical issues that fall into the umbrella term of IDD were considered unless the term IDD was utilized by the researchers and the study investigated those with IDD, not the illness specifically. The research team also excluded studies that investigated those with IDD and any other co-occurring illness, disorder, etc., as the results would not apply to all individuals with IDD. Only studies investigating individuals with Down syndrome or IDD were considered.

RESULTS

Included Studies

The search strategy identified 4,572 records from the databases. After duplicates were removed, 3,834 records were included in the title and abstract screening. This screening resulted in 52 records that were included for the full-text screening. The full text of one study was not able to be retrieved. From the remaining 51 records, a total of 47 records were excluded. The reviewers excluded 21 records that were focused on an ineligible population, 16 that were ineligible concepts, seven that were not peer-reviewed, and three that were in a foreign language not mastered by the research team. This resulted in four records proceeding to data collection. However, during this process, two studies were removed due to population ineligibility that was not previously noted. The study selection process is reported in the PRISMA flow diagram.

This study included two records. One was a cross-sectional study in the United States (Williamson et al., 2018) and one was a program description in Canada (Martin et al., 2019). Williamson et al. (2018) collected their data from interviews with stakeholders, care coordinators, and caregivers. Martin et al. (2019) surveyed individuals with IDD and sourced data from clients’ coordinated care plan. Age ranges of participants were 21-62 years old (Martin et al., 2019) and 22-38 years old (Williamson et al., 2018). Both studies focused on adults with IDD, however Williamson et al. specified that 27.27% of participants were diagnosed with Down syndrome.

Care Coordination Efforts

The resulting articles discussed two different care coordination efforts for adults with IDD. These efforts are embedded within Canadian (Martin et al., 2019) and U.S. (Williamson et al., 2018) government programs operated at the provincial level and state level respectively. Martin et al. (2019) detailed a care coordination model within the Health Links program that was established by the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care in Kingston, Ontario. Williamson et al. (2018) referred to care coordination within KanCare, a Medicaid managed care program in Kansas.

Both articles described new care coordination efforts. Williamson et al. (2018) studied a full-fledged program and Martin et al. (2019) described a pilot program that built on a prior existing Health Links program for individuals with IDD. However, Williamson et al. conducted a case study on KanCare as a possible guide for other state Medicaid programs considering implementing managed care.

Care Coordination Team

The articles described different individuals responsible for the coordination of care. In Williamson et al. (2018), both a targeted case manager and care coordinator worked with the individual with IDD and their family caregivers. Martin et al. (2019) described a sole care coordinator working with the individual with IDD and their caregivers. Additionally, the care coordinator role involved the development of a care coordination plan that listed healthcare professionals who constituted the patient’s care team, which ranged from 5-23 professionals (Martin et al., 2019).

Impact

Martin et al (2019) and Williamson et al. (2018) did not assess or measure the impact of their respective care coordination efforts.

Barriers

Communication, organizational, and collaboration barriers made care coordination delivery difficult. Communication and organizational problems were exemplified in Williamson et al. (2018). Care coordinators had large caseloads that resulted in employee turnover and weaker relationships with families (Williamson et al., 2018). Families were concerned that care coordinators were not fully understanding family situations and were not asking about caregivers’ wellness and support needs (Williamson et al., 2018). The pilot program Martin et al. (2019) described primarily experienced collaboration issues amongst the different sectors of patient care.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this scoping review was to map existing care coordination efforts for adults with
IDD with a focus on adults with Ds. To date, this is the first scoping review focused on care coordination for adults with IDD and/or Ds. Despite expanding our research from Ds to IDD, our research yielded limited results with only two articles meeting our eligibility criteria. Although one of the articles specified the number of participants with Ds (Williamson et al., 2018), neither were focused on this population. However, our findings may be beneficial when implementing new care coordination programs.

Regarding research question one, both articles demonstrated care coordination efforts that were developed from currently existing programs and tailored to adults with IDD. Williamson et al. (2018) illustrated how existing government programs can be expanded to better meet the needs of people with IDD. KanCare collaborated with private organizations as part of the managed care approach, which allowed access to services that were not previously available such as respite care (Williamson et al., 2018). Tailoring prior existing programs to IDD might be more feasible than implementing a novel program, however conclusive statements cannot be made without further research.

As previously mentioned, the care coordination efforts in this review were also part of government programs. This review did not feature articles with community-based or private care coordination initiatives. Without a comparison to non-government efforts, we cannot assess whether public efforts adequately address the need of care coordination for adults with IDD. Further research is required to investigate whether it is beneficial to implement care coordination at the government level.

It is of note that although care coordinators were the only professionals involved in coordination meetings with the families in both studies reviewed, it has been observed that other professionals such as physicians and nurses, may act as care coordinators in addition to their clinical duties (Anderson et al., 2012; Tschudy et al., 2016). However, a designated care coordinator is ideal as their sole responsibility is to coordinate care; whereas other professionals may not have the time or training to provide quality care coordination due to their many responsibilities (Reeves et al., 2020).

The findings of this scoping review did not address research question two, as impact was not assessed.

Although the impacts of care coordination efforts were not assessed, each study did find negative outcomes and barriers to their program designs. These barriers stemmed from issues both within (Williamson et al., 2018) and outside (Martin et al., 2019) of the programs. Williamson et al. (2018) faced internal issues regarding communication and organization, which affected the relationships between care coordinators and families. In contrast, Martin et al. (2019) experienced external collaboration issues.

These barriers need to be addressed to ensure quality care coordination. According to Bowers et al. (2017), better experiences with care coordination led to improved patient outcomes. Therefore, it is important to consider organizational and management practices, as well as communication strategies when implementing new programs. Hiring adequate numbers of care coordinators can help ensure manageable caseloads and ample time to develop better relationships with individuals with IDD and their families. Doing so may allow for in-person visits, which will build stronger relationships between care coordinators and families (Stewart et al., 2018). Another approach to reduce caseload is to delegate non-care coordination tasks to less experienced staff (Friedman et al., 2016). In addition to workload, stronger communication with family caregivers needs to be implemented. Emphasis should be placed on training care coordinators to communicate effectively in order to address patient and family needs. Finally, to address the collaborative issues between different sectors, care teams should be composed of professionals that understand the needs of adults with IDD (Martin et al., 2019). An integrated model of care coordination was suggested in order to circumvent these issues (Martin et al., 2019). This can be applied by having multiple specialists and professionals working together in-house to reduce collaborative issues (Homaira et al., 2022).

Limitations

The scoping review is subject to some limitations. As with any review, relevant articles may have been omitted. In the case of our study, there are at least three reasons this may have occurred. Firstly, the lack of consistent terminology when referencing care coordination created a challenge to identify relevant publications. Secondly, our review only included results for adults aged 21 and over. The restricted age range and lack of reporting on the age of the participants across publications may have led to the exclusion of relevant articles. Finally, the aim of the review was to highlight findings on Down syndrome; as such, other conditions that may fall under the classification of IDD were not considered for inclusion. Additionally, if this article is to be used for implementation purposes, it is important to consider that our scoping review did not evaluate the quality of the included articles.
Conclusion

This review is an important contribution to the literature on care coordination for adults with IDD, as it maps out the different efforts that exist for this population. With only two articles eligible for inclusion, it suggests that this topic remains largely under-explored. Nevertheless, our findings pinpoint key points to consider when implementing care coordination programs for adults with IDD.

Our findings also identify a gap in research on care coordination for adults with Ds. Neither article included in this review focused on Down syndrome specifically. This highlights the need for further research to explore this area. As noted earlier, adults with Ds are a population that can benefit from the coordination of care. With the increase in life expectancy of people with Ds over the past few decades, the care coordination needs also increase (Presson et al., 2013). It is evident that more work is needed to be done to identify best practices in care coordination to serve aging people with Ds and IDD.
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Appendix A. Search Strategy

Date searched: April 4, 2022

Medline (PubMed)

Total Results: 252


5. #1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4
1. ‘Down syndrome’/exp OR ‘mental deficiency’/exp OR ‘developmental delay’/exp OR ‘mentally disabled person’/exp OR ‘down syndrome’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘trisomy 21’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘intellectual disabilit*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘intellectual delay*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘intellectual disorder*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘developmental disabilit*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘developmental delay*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘developmental disorder*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘cognitive disabilit*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘cognitive delay*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘cognitive disorder*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘learning disabilit*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘learning delay*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘learning disorder*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘neurodevelopmental disabilit*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘neurodevelopmental delay*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘neurodevelopmental disorder*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘persons with mental disabilit*’:ab,ti,kw

2. ‘case management/exp OR continuum of care/mj OR care coordination’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘coordinated care’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘coordinating care’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘integrated care’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘transitional care’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘coordination of care’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘care coordination program*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘care coordination service*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘care coordination mechanism*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘care coordinator*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘care team*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘continuum of care’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘patient care continuity’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘continuity of care’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘case management’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘care management’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘health management’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘healthcare management’:ab,ti,kw

3. ‘adult’/exp OR ‘adult*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘young adult*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘middle aged’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aged’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘elderly’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘geriatric’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘old age’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aging’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘ageing’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘adult person*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘adult people*:ab,ti,kw OR ‘adult individual*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘adult population’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘adult patient*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aged person*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aged people*:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aged adult*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aged individual*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aged population’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aged patient*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aging person*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aging people*:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aging adult*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aging individual*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aging population’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘aging patient*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘ageing person*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘ageing people*:ab,ti,kw OR ‘ageing adult*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘ageing individual*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘ageing population’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘ageing patient*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘old person*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘old people*:ab,ti,kw OR ‘old adult*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘old individual*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘old population*:ab,ti,kw OR ‘older person*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘older people*:ab,ti,kw OR ‘older adult*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘older individual*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘older population*:ab,ti,kw OR ‘older patient*’:ab,ti,kw

4. ‘randomized controlled trial/exp OR ‘controlled clinical trial/exp OR ‘observational study/exp OR ‘cohort analysis/exp OR ‘epidemiology/exp OR ‘comparative study/exp OR ‘treatment outcome/exp OR ‘follow up/exp OR ‘time factor/exp OR ‘randomized’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘randomised’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘placebo’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘randomly’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘trial’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘groups’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘epidemiolog*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘prevalence’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘chang*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘evaluat*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘reviewed’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘prospective’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘retrospective’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘baseline’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘cohort’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘consecutive’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘compare*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘compara*’:ab,ti,kw OR ‘case series’:ab,ti,kw

5. #1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4
1. TI ((MM "down syndrome or trisomy 21 or intellectual disabilit* or intellectual delay* or intellectual disorder* or developmental disabilit* or developmental delay* or developmental disorder* or cognitive disabilit* or cognitive delay* or cognitive disorder* or learning disabilit* or learning delay* or learning disorder* or neurodevelopmental disabilit* or neurodevelopmental delay* or neurodevelopmental disorder* or persons with mental disabilit*) OR AB=(down syndrome or trisomy 21 or intellectual disabilit* or intellectual delay* or intellectual disorder* or developmental disabilit* or developmental delay* or developmental disorder* or cognitive disabilit* or cognitive delay* or cognitive disorder* or learning disabilit* or learning delay* or learning disorder* or neurodevelopmental disabilit* or neurodevelopmental delay* or neurodevelopmental disorder* or persons with mental disabilit*))

2. TI ((MM "Case Management") OR (MM "Continuity of Patient Care") OR care coordination OR coordinated care OR coordinating care OR integrated care OR transitional care OR coordination of care OR care coordination model* OR care coordination program* OR care coordination service* OR care coordination mechanism* OR care coordinator* OR care team* OR care team coordination OR care team coordinator* OR continuum of care OR care continuum OR patient care continuity OR continuity of care OR case management OR care management OR health management OR healthcare management) OR AB ((MM "Case Management") OR (MM "Continuity of Patient Care") OR care coordination OR coordinated care OR integrated care OR transitional care OR coordination of care OR care coordination model* OR care coordination program* OR care coordination service* OR care coordination mechanism* OR care coordinator* OR care team* OR care team coordination OR care team coordinator* OR continuum of care OR care continuum OR patient care continuity OR continuity of care OR case management OR care management OR health management OR healthcare management)

3. TI ((MH "Adult") OR adult* OR young adult* OR middle aged OR aged OR elderly OR geriatric OR old age OR aging OR aging OR adult person* OR adult people OR adult individual* OR adult population OR adult patient* OR aged person* OR aged people OR aged adult* OR aged individual* OR aged population OR aged patient* OR aging person* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual* OR aging population OR aging patient* OR aging person* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual* OR aging population OR aging patient* OR old person* OR old people OR old adult* OR old individual* OR old population OR old patient* OR older person* OR older people OR older adult* OR older individual* OR older population OR older patient*) OR AB ((MH "Adult") OR adult* OR young adult* OR middle aged OR aged OR elderly OR geriatric OR old age OR aging OR aging OR adult person* OR adult people OR adult individual* OR adult population OR adult patient* OR aged person* OR aged people OR aged adult* OR aged individual* OR aged population OR aged patient* OR aging person* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual* OR aging population OR aging patient* OR aging person* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual* OR aging population OR aging patient* OR old person* OR old people OR old adult* OR old individual* OR old population OR old patient* OR older person* OR older people OR older adult* OR older individual* OR older population OR older patient*)

4. TI ((MH "Randomized Controlled Trials") OR (MH "Nonexperimental Studies") OR (MH "Prospective Studies") OR (MH "Controlled Before-After Studies") OR (MH "Historically Controlled Study") OR (MH "Comparative Studies") OR (MH "Epidemiological Research") OR (MH "Treatment Outcomes") OR (MH "Time Factors") OR randomised OR randomised OR placebo OR randomly OR trial OR groups OR epidemiolog* OR prevalence OR chang* OR evaluat* OR reviewed OR prospective OR retrospective OR baseline OR cohort OR consecutive OR compare* OR compara* OR case series) OR AB ((MH "Randomized Controlled Trials") OR (MH "Nonexperimental Studies") OR (MH "Prospective Studies") OR (MH "Controlled Before-After Studies") OR (MH "Historically Controlled Study") OR (MH "Comparative Studies") OR (MH "Epidemiological Research") OR (MH "Treatment Outcomes") OR (MH "Time Factors") OR randomised OR randomised OR placebo OR randomly OR trial OR groups OR epidemiolog* OR prevalence OR chang* OR evaluat* OR reviewed OR prospective OR retrospective OR baseline OR cohort OR consecutive OR compare* OR compara* OR case series)

5. #1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4

**Web of Science**

**Total Results:** 3,284
2. TI=(care coordination or coordinated care or coordinating care or integrated care or transitional care or coordination of care or integration of care or care coordination model* or care coordination program* or care coordination service* or care coordination mechanism* or care coordinator or care team* or care team coordination or care team coordinator or continuum of care or care continuum or patient care continuity or continuity of care or care continuity or care management or health management or healthcare management) OR AB=(care coordination or coordinated care or coordinating care or integrated care or transitional care or coordination of care or integration of care or care coordination model* or care coordination program* or care coordination service* or care coordination mechanism* or care coordinator or care team* or care team coordination or care team coordinator or continuum of care or care continuum or patient care continuity or continuity of care or care continuity or care management or health management or healthcare management)

3. TI=(adult* or young adult* or middle aged or aged or elderly or geriatric or old age or aging or age or adult person* or adult people or adult individual* or adult population or adult patient* or aged person* or aged people or aged adult* or aged individual* or aged population or aged patient* or aging person* or aging people or aging adult* or aging individual* or aging population or aging patient* or old person* or old people or old adult* or old individual* or old population or old patient* or older person* or older people or older adult* or older individual* or older population or older patient*) OR AB=(adult* or young adult* or middle aged or aged or elderly or geriatric or old age or aging or age or adult person* or adult people or adult individual* or adult population or adult patient* or aged person* or aged people or aged adult* or aged individual* or aged population or aged patient* or aging person* or aging people or aging adult* or aging individual* or aging population or aging patient* or old person* or old people or old adult* or old individual* or old population or old patient* or older person* or older people or older adult* or older individual* or older population or older patient*)

4. TI=(randomized controlled trial or controlled clinical trial or observational study or cohort studies or controlled before-after studies or historically controlled study or comparative study or epidemiology or treatment outcome or follow-up studies or time factors or randomized or randomised or placebo or randomly or trial or groups or epidemiologic* or prevalence or chang* or evaluat* or reviewed or prospective or retrospective or baseline or cohort or consecutive or compare or compara* or case series) OR AB=(randomized controlled trial or controlled clinical trial or observational study or cohort studies or controlled before-after studies or historically controlled study or comparative study or epidemiology or treatment outcome or follow-up studies or time factors or randomized or randomised or placebo or randomly or trial or groups or epidemiologic* or prevalence or chang* or evaluat* or reviewed or prospective or retrospective or baseline or cohort or consecutive or compare or compara* or case series)

5. #1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4

APA PsycINFO
Total Results: 270

1. TI ("MM "Down's Syndrome") OR (DE "Intellectual Development Disorder") OR (MM "Developmental Disabilities") OR down syndrome OR trisomy 21 OR intellectual disabilit* OR intellectual delay* OR intellectual disorder* OR developmental disabilit* OR developmental delay* OR developmental disorder* OR cognitive disabilit* OR cognitive delay* OR cognitive disorder* OR learning disabilit* OR learning delay* OR learning disorder* OR neurodevelopmental disabilit* OR neurodevelopmental delay* OR neurodevelopmental disorder* OR persons with mental disabilit*) OR AB ("MM "Down's Syndrome") OR (DE "Intellectual Development Disorder") OR (MM "Developmental Disabilities") OR down syndrome OR trisomy 21 OR intellectual disabilit* OR intellectual delay* OR intellectual disorder* OR developmental disabilit* OR developmental delay* OR developmental disorder* OR cognitive disabilit* OR cognitive delay* OR cognitive disorder* OR learning disabilit* OR learning delay* OR learning disorder* OR neurodevelopmental disabilit* OR neurodevelopmental delay* OR neurodevelopmental disorder* OR persons with mental disabilit*)

2. TI ("MM "Case Management") OR (DE "Continuum of Care") OR care coordination OR coordinated care OR coordinating care OR integrated care OR transitional care OR coordination of care OR integration of care OR care coordination model* OR care coordination program* OR care coordination service* OR care coordination mechanism* OR care coordinator* OR care team* OR care team coordination OR care team coordinator* OR continuum of care OR care continuum OR patient care continuity OR continuity of care OR care continuity OR case management OR care management OR health management OR healthcare
management) OR AB ((MM "Case Management") OR (DE "Continuum of Care") OR care coordination OR coordinated care OR coordinating care OR integrated care OR transitional care OR coordination of care OR integration of care OR care coordination model* OR care coordination program* OR care coordination service* OR care coordination mechanism* OR care coordinator* OR care team* OR care team coordination OR care team coordinator* OR continuum of care OR care continuum OR patient care continuity OR continuity of care OR care continuity OR case management OR care management OR health management OR healthcare management)

3. TI (adult* OR young adult* OR middle aged OR aged OR elderly OR geriatric OR old age OR aging OR ageing OR adult person* OR adult people OR adult individual* OR adult population OR adult patient* OR aged person* OR aged people OR aged adult* OR aged individual* OR aged population OR aged patient* OR aging person* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual* OR aging population OR aging patient* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual* OR aging population OR aging patient* OR old person* OR old people OR old adult* OR old individual* OR old population OR old patient* OR older person* OR older people OR older adult* OR older individual* OR older population OR older patient*) OR AB (adult* OR young adult* OR middle aged OR aged OR elderly OR geriatric OR old age OR aging OR ageing OR adult person* OR adult people OR adult individual* OR adult population OR adult patient* OR aged person* OR aged people OR aged adult* OR aged individual* OR aged population OR aged patient* OR aging person* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual* OR aging population OR aging patient* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual*) OR TI (adult* OR young adult* OR middle aged OR aged OR elderly OR geriatric OR old age OR aging OR ageing OR adult person* OR adult people OR adult individual* OR adult population OR adult patient* OR aged person* OR aged people OR aged adult* OR aged individual* OR aged population OR aged patient* OR aging person* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual* OR aging population OR aging patient* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual* OR aging population OR aging patient* OR old person* OR old people OR old adult* OR old individual* OR old population OR old patient* OR older person* OR older people OR older adult* OR older individual* OR older population OR older patient*) OR TI (adult* OR young adult* OR middle aged OR aged OR elderly OR geriatric OR old age OR aging OR ageing OR adult person* OR adult people OR adult individual* OR adult population OR adult patient* OR aged person* OR aged people OR aged adult* OR aged individual* OR aged population OR aged patient* OR aging person* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual* OR aging population OR aging patient* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual*) OR TI (adult* OR young adult* OR middle aged OR aged OR elderly OR geriatric OR old age OR aging OR ageing OR adult person* OR adult people OR adult individual* OR adult population OR adult patient* OR aged person* OR aged people OR aged adult* OR aged individual* OR aged population OR aged patient* OR aging person* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual* OR aging population OR aging patient* OR aging people OR aging adult* OR aging individual*)

4. TI ((MH "Randomized Controlled Trials") OR (MH "Nonexperimental Studies") OR (MH "Prospective Studies") OR (MH "Controlled Before-After Studies") OR (MH "Historically Controlled Study") OR (MH "Comparative Studies") OR (MH "Epidemiological Research") OR (MH "Treatment Outcomes") OR (MH "Time Factors") OR randomized OR randomised OR placebo OR randomly OR trial OR groups OR epidemiolog* OR prevalence OR chang* OR evaluat* OR reviewed OR prospective OR retrospective OR baseline OR cohort OR consecutive OR compare* OR compara* OR case series) OR TI ((MH "Randomized Controlled Trials") OR (MH "Nonexperimental Studies") OR (MH "Prospective Studies") OR (MH "Controlled Before-After Studies") OR (MH "Historically Controlled Study") OR (MH "Comparative Studies") OR (MH "Epidemiological Research") OR (MH "Treatment Outcomes") OR (MH "Time Factors") OR randomized OR randomised OR placebo OR randomly OR trial OR groups OR epidemiolog* OR prevalence OR chang* OR evaluat* OR reviewed OR prospective OR retrospective OR baseline OR cohort OR consecutive OR compare* OR compara* OR case series)

5. #1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4
### Appendix B. Data Extraction Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Author, Year of Publication, Country, and Language</th>
<th>Purpose (Direct Quote)</th>
<th>Population/Sample Size</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Care Coordination Effort</th>
<th>Impact of Care Coordination</th>
<th>Relevant Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Williamson (2018)</strong> United States, English</td>
<td>To understand how family caregivers and their roles were recognized in MLTSS for adults with IDD in Kansas</td>
<td>N=31 Kansas stakeholders (n=13 statewide/regional representatives; n=7 service coordination providers; n=11 family caregivers)</td>
<td>&quot;In-depth semi-structured telephone interviews&quot;</td>
<td>MLTSS was a managed care approach to the delivery of long-term services through Medicaid. Kansas transitioned to the MLTSS approach, referred to as KanCare. The aim was to increase access to services through improved care coordination. With KanCare, families worked with a case manager and care coordinator.</td>
<td>Impact not specifically addressed</td>
<td>Interviews highlighted individual experiences regarding care coordination through KanCare, including issues with communication, care coordinator caseload, and conflict of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Martin (2019)</strong> Canada, English</td>
<td>To pilot a novel, enhanced model of care coordination for complex patients with IDD</td>
<td>9 clients with IDD</td>
<td>Not listed, as this was not a research study, but a program description.</td>
<td>This pilot program was tailored to adults with IDD and facilitated services across health and social sectors. It utilized a health links care coordinator that created a coordinated care plan (CCP) with patients and their caregivers.</td>
<td>Impact not specifically addressed</td>
<td>Faced challenges in patient recruitment, involving primary care providers in care coordination, and collaboration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>